We report a model-based method for quantifying heat flow and storage in thermal systems using data from multiple thermal sensors. This approach avoids stringent requirements on the system geometry and sensor positions and enables calorimetry to be performed under a broader range of circumstances than is accessible with existing calorimeters, such as when nonlinear heat transfer occurs, when spatially separated heat sources are active or when multiple thermal masses participate. Using experimental data from a model thermal system, this paper provides a tutorial on the construction of nonlinear lumped-element heat transfer models and the use of system identification to estimate the parameters of these models from calibration data. The calibrated models are then used to estimate unknown energy inputs to the thermal system from sensor data. Our best model enabled the measurement of the total input energy with 0.02% accuracy; the instantaneous input power could be measured with a root-mean-square error of 10% of the average input power.
Introduction
Calorimetry provides useful information on the thermal properties of matter, on heat transfer processes and on the amount and rate of heat evolution or absorption due to physical and chemical transformations in electronic devices, batteries and other systems. However, when the object of study is large or complex, or must be studied under extreme conditions, the application of conventional calorimetric instruments can be inconvenient or infeasible.
Scenarios where conventional calorimetry is difficult include studies of heat evolution in large concrete structures [1, 2] , measurement of heat capacity and thermal conductivity of electromagnetically levitated molten metals [3] [4] [5] , robust heat-balance-based flow-rate estimation for harsh environments [6] and quantification of heat generation to facilitate control of chemical reactors [7, 8] . In cases such as these, where conventional calorimeters are difficult to employ, experimental data from one or more thermal sensors can often be combined with a mathematical model to yield calorimetric data. Analyses of this type leverage the fact that even for complex thermal systems such as buildings [9] or rapid thermal annealers [10] , the thermal response at specific locations to heat inputs can be predicted by models of substantially lower order than the full finite-element model.
Our interest in this area was motivated by a need to account for heat in a high-temperature, high-pressure nondifferential calorimeter [11] in which the nonlinear heat transfer, non-ideal geometry and challenging operating conditions required more sophisticated models than were available. Many useful calorimeter models and calibration methods have been studied and applied [12] . Lumpedelement models have long been employed to analyze the differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) [13] , and a number of such models of increasing sophistication are described by Hohne et al. [14] . For calorimetric analysis of a system of n isothermal bodies undergoing linear heat exchange, Zielenkiewicz [15] has outlined the governing system of equations. However, not all calorimeters are adequately described by linear models. For example, Drebushchak identified that linear models are inadequate for a full description of the DSC and developed a nonlinear temperature-dependent equation for the DSC calibration coefficient [16] . We contend that many factors may require more complex thermal models including:
1. Nonlinear heat transport (e.g., by radiation). 2. Power input that may be distributed spatially (e.g., that
provided by a heater winding). 3. Power input that may enter the system from multiple physically separate sources such as sample chambers, heater elements, stirring devices or catalyst beds. 4. The need to situate temperature sensors away from heat sources that could damage the sensors. 5. Systems with multiple thermal sensors that require sensor fusion models to accurately interpret the response of the system.
In this work, we introduce an approach we have developed to facilitate calorimetry under non-ideal conditions such as these. This approach, which we call system identification calorimetry, employs nonlinear, lumped-element thermal models to describe heat transfer within a thermal system. Once a model topology has been formulated, estimates of the optimal model parameters are obtained numerically from a calibration dataset. This type of modeling, in which empirical parameter estimates are obtained for approximate models using calibration data, is known as grey-box system identification [17, 18] . Our system identification approach to calorimetry allows us to develop models which can adequately capture heat flows in thermal systems which may be impossible to integrate into conventional calorimeters.
System identification has long been applied to the analysis of data from conventional calorimeters for the purpose of deconvoluting the calorimeter response from the true rate of heat evolution by a sample [19] [20] [21] . More recently, Jesus et al. [22] used grey-box system identification to obtain physical insights into the operation of a commercial isothermal titration calorimeter; they determined that at sufficiently high titrant injection rates the calorimeter sensitivity decreased because the region of reagent mixing moved partially outside of the calorimeter. Despite the utility of system identification for calorimetric data analysis, we believe the use of system identification to facilitate calorimetry in nonstandard experimental conditions has been under-explored. In particular, nonlinear grey-box system identification, which has been applied to modeling of heating processes [23, 24] , has not-with the exception of our preliminary work [11] -been used to model nonlinear thermal systems for the purpose of extracting calorimetric information from thermal sensor data.
Here, we offer a tutorial-style introduction to the application of nonlinear grey-box system identification to calorimetry. We introduce equivalent circuit thermal models and then describe the use of system identification to estimate the equivalent circuit thermal model parameters from experimental calibration data. We then provide a general protocol for performing calibrations and calorimetric measurements on thermal systems using our method. Methods for analyzing the power and energy resolution of the resulting calorimetric measurements are introduced. Finally, we provide three worked examples using experimental data from a model thermal system which has linear and nonlinear thermal conductances and is instrumented with multiple thermal sensors. These examples show that lumped-element models can be used to obtain calorimetric information by combining data from multiple thermal sensors. Our best model, a nonlinear lumped-element model with only three states, enabled the measurement of the total input power to the system with a 10% root-mean-square error and accounted for the total energy input to the system to 0.02% accuracy.
Equivalent circuit thermal models
Lumped-element thermal models are analogous to RC electrical circuits, in that they obey the same differential equations [25] . Table 1 shows the equivalent time-varying quantities and parameters. We illustrate these equivalents in a circuit diagram, shown in Fig. 1 , which labels each element and node with both electrical and thermal symbols.
Lumped-element thermal models approximate the flow of heat through volumes by temperature differences across discrete conductance elements such as the one depicted between temperatures T system and T surroundings in Fig. 1 . Volumetric thermal energy storage is approximated by discrete thermal masses which store energy at a single temperature. Under appropriate conditions, these approximations can be remarkably good. The temperature surrounding a thermal system may not be spatially uniform as Fig. 1 suggests by its single conductive path to T surroundings . Best practice calorimeter design attempts to create a uniform thermal surrounding or isoperibolic boundary. When this is not possible, it may be necessary to include multiple thermal sinks to obtain an adequate model.
Not all electrical circuits have thermal equivalents. For example, our circuit diagram illustrates the important detail that unlike capacitors in electrical circuits, which can be flexibly placed between any pair of voltage nodes, heat capacities may only connect a temperature node representing a thermal mass, to an absolutely stiff thermal ground, which may be thought of as being at 0 K. This requirement follows from the essential physics that heat capacity captures the thermal energy stored in a mass heated from absolute zero. Now that the electrical analogy is illustrated, in what follows, we will only use the thermal symbols shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 .
Estimation of thermal model parameters using system identification
Here, our use for system identification is to estimate the set of thermal model parameter values h that best explain past, present and future thermal sensor measurements given known inputs. In the example above, the measured temperature is T system , the inputs are Q in and T surroundings and h ¼ c; k f g. Note that neither c nor k nor other parameters in general are actual measurements of thermal masses or conductances of clearly identified parts of the physical apparatus, but they are related in the sense that they are weighted averages of the many small thermal mass elements and conductive paths that describe the real spatially distributed thermal system. This notion illustrates the importance of choosing carefully where the state of the system, T system , is measured because that will often determine model quality.
The differential equation corresponding to the circuit in Fig. 1 is shown below:
We have written Eq. 1 according to the convention [26] for a state-space representation, which for linear systems takes the form
where x is the state vector, which in Eq. 1 is simply T system , A is the system matrix, u is the input vector, which in Eq. 1 is T surroundings ; Q À Á and B is the input matrix. For nonlinear systems, the equation of state takes the more general form
In addition to the equation of state, the model must have an output, generally denoted by the vector y which represents the quantities that the model seeks to predict. In this example, the output is simply T system ; however, other outputs may be more practical in some contexts. For example, if temperature is measured with a resistance temperature detector and the calibration is not known, the output y could take the form R ¼ R o þ a T system À T 0 À Á and the fitting parameters R o , a and T o become part of the model parameters h. We note several important points here:
1. Figure 1 depicts a ''grey-box model,'' the only type considered here. As the name suggests, the user may know something about the internal physics of how the model works but seeks to estimate the values of model parameters empirically. This is an important distinction from ''black box models'' whose structure is not physically motivated, may be non-causal and may not conserve energy. Fig. 1 Equivalent circuit model of a simple thermal system heated to temperature T system by an input power Q in . Heat is stored (Q stored ) in the thermal mass of the system (c), and heat is conducted (Q conducted ) through the thermal conductance of the system (k) to the surrounding environment, which is at a temperature T surroundings
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2. Figure 1 and all other models written as equivalent circuits conserve energy. This is important because provided that we carefully represent every power input into the apparatus with corresponding inputs in the model, the calibration will make predictions that conserve energy. Energy conservation is, in this context, a consequence of enforcing Kirchhoff's current law for a thermal equivalent circuit. 3. What we call ''calibration'' in calorimetry is called ''estimation'' in system identification. Estimation comprises finding the best parameter valuesĥ, which in the present example are the values of c and k that minimize the model output prediction error,
where y predicted t; h; u t ð Þ ð Þis the time-dependant vector of outputs predicted by the model for the given parameters and inputs. Stated as an optimization problem,
where the optimal parametersĥ minimize the L 1 norm of all the prediction errors.
Estimating the parameters can in general be a computationally intensive task, especially if the model is complex or nonlinear and the dataset is large. For parameter estimation, we use the System Identification Toolbox provided by MATLAB Ò to make this task considerably easier. We will make reference to specific System Identification Toolbox features below.
Calibration, validation and measurement protocol
Below, we outline our protocol for calibrating, validating and making measurements using a calorimeter model. This is easiest when a suitable model starting point, such as the one-state model described above, is already known. Adding model features to improve the prediction is typically an iterative process.
Define the thermal system inputs and outputs 1. Determine the bandwidth and amplitude limits of the power inputs, u experiment t ð Þ over which the ability to make calorimetric measurements is desired. 2. Determine the calibration measurement time, t meas . This is a practical trade-off between how long one is willing to spend to gather a feature-rich calibration dataset, and how accurately one wants to determine model parameters. Typically, one must gather calibration data for a multiple of the instrument's thermal relaxation time. 3. Develop time-varying calibration power inputs, u calibration t ð Þ, that excite the calorimeter well beyond the bandwidth and amplitude of the power inputs, u experiment t ð Þ, to be used during measurement. In general, the choice of calibration input affects accuracy of the obtained parameter estimates and a number of input-design strategies for nonlinear system identification are available (e.g., [27] [28] [29] ). We have found variable-amplitude pulse trains to be an adequate waveform for u calibration t ð Þ when the pulse rise times are as short as possible, the pulse widths are long enough to allow the system to come to thermal equilibrium and the amplitude range of the pulse train exceeds the amplitude range of u experiment (t). The rapid rises in this waveform provide response data dominated by the thermal masses in the system, while the multiple periods, with different but constant input powers, where the system is at thermal equilibrium facilitate the discrimination of thermal conductances (which affect the equilibrium temperatures of the system) from thermal masses (which do not). Calibration inputs should also ideally include a period with no input power where all temperature sensors are at the same temperature to measure sensor offsets.
Specify, improve and validate the model ð Þ, and measured outputs y ¼ g x; u ð Þ. Typically, this entails writing a small computer program that produces _ x and y from h, x and u. Using MATLAB, grey-box models are specified with function calls to either idgrey or idnlgrey. The state responses of interest here are obtained from the lumped-element (or equivalent circuit) thermal models introduced above. Sidebotham [25] provides an excellent general introduction to the construction of these models, and a number of examples of such models applied to calorimeters are available [11, 12, [14] [15] [16] Connecting an additional non-boundary node to the model with one or more thermal conductances provides additional flexibility to the model to more accurately represent the temperature field within the apparatus. Not all states need be associated with measured temperature points. These unmeasured states are often referred to as hidden states, and a simple example of hidden state modeling is given in example 3. f. Consider adding a nonlinear element to the model Nonlinearities frequently become important at high temperatures due to radiation and temperaturedependant thermal conductivities and heat capacities. However, nonlinear heat transfer and storage mechanisms can be important at low temperatures as well, for example when evaporation or condensation occurs [22] . g. Consider other possibilities Sensor non-idealities such as offsets or nonlinearities may need to be modeled if they have not removed by preprocessing.
Other non-idealities such as apparatus instability should also be considered. Finite-element simulations of the temperature fields within the calorimeter under representative operating conditions can help the modeler check their assumptions about heat flow within the apparatus, and automated tools for lumped-element model generation from finite-element models are available [31] .
9. Validate the calibrated model a. Predict the system response y to an input u t ð Þ which is different than u calibration t ð Þ and which respects the bandwidth and amplitude limitations defined in step 1. b. Quantify the power and energy accounting for the validation data as was done for the calibration data in step 7b. The reproducibility of the measurement should also be quantified through repeated experiments.
Conduct thermal measurements
10. Conduct calorimetry experiments with power inputs u experiment t ð Þ which respect the bandwidth and temperature limitations defined in step 3. 11. Infer the heat flows of interest using the calibrated model, the experimental inputs u experiment t ð Þ and the experiment data outputs y measured t ð Þ.
Power and energy analysis
Since the purpose of a calorimeter is to analyze thermal power and energy, this section describes their relationship to the equivalent circuit models described above. The thermal system in Fig. 1 , and also more complex systems, must conserve energy by storing or conducting away energy that goes in:
For the one-state model described above, the stored heat flux is what goes into the heat capacity
and the conducted heat flux is
We can gain useful insight to the power resolution of the calorimeter by inspecting the power residuals, the differences between the predicted and measured powers during a control run (no sample). For the one state model described above, the conducted power residual, e Q;conducted , is simply
The stored power residual, e Qstored , is simply
If another source of heat, such as a sample, is added to the calorimeter, and its heat source is not treated as an input to the model, then the sample heat will show up in the power residuals.
Time integral quantities of power
are useful because they measure the energy added, stored and removed over time. Energy conservation requires these amounts to balance. The energy residuals during prediction control runs reveal the energy resolution of a calorimeter. Energy resolution as a fraction of the total energy that has entered the system is often better than power resolution as a fraction of the instantaneous power, especially when the calorimeter conditions are changing rapidly.
Three worked examples
Here, we demonstrate the protocol above with three worked examples selected to further illustrate the following concepts:
• These examples all use experimental data from a model thermal system constructed in our laboratory. The first two examples use linear and nonlinear versions of a three-state lumped-element heat transfer model of that apparatus to model the response of discrete temperature sensors to heat inputs. The third example uses a threestate model which replaces one of the temperature measurements with the signal from a distributed heatflow sensor.
Description of the apparatus
The experimental data used here were obtained from a model thermal system (Fig. 2) consisting of a heat source exhibiting nonlinear conductance to its environment placed inside a non-differential heat-flow calorimeter. The heat source (Fig. 3) consists of a power resistor and two thermometers inside of a sealed plastic bottle partially filled with deionized water. Vaporization and condensation of a liquid can result in intense, highly nonlinear heat transport and are exploited in heat pipes for this reason [32] . Here, we exploit vaporization and condensation to introduce a nonlinear thermal conductance into our model thermal system. The calorimeter (Fig. 4) is a simplification of a known design [33, 34] and consists of an aluminum isothermal enclosure with its interior surfaces tiled with an array of series-wired Seebeck-effect heat-flow sensors (thermopiles).
The temperature of the isothermal enclosure is regulated by heat exchange fluid that circulates through fluid channels in the enclosure's aluminum walls. A fan circulates air within the enclosure to deliver heat to the inner surface of the Seebeck sensor array, which produces an open-circuit voltage V s linearly proportional to the temperature difference (or equivalently the heat flow) across the array as demonstrated by the calibration data summarized in Fig. S1 of the electronic supplementary material (Online Resource 1).
The experiment is run using custom LabView software to control and acquires data from a variety of digital instruments. The input power to the heater is delivered and measured by a source measure unit (Keithley 2410). The power to the fan was delivered and measured by a programmable power supply (Keithley 2231A-30-3). The resistances of the platinum resistance temperature detectors were measured using a digital multimeter Description of the experimental procedure and resulting data For step 1 of the calibration and measurement protocol, we chose a heater power range of 0-4 W (corresponding to a T w temperature range from ambient up to * 35°C) as our measurement condition of interest. For step 2, we estimated the thermal equilibration time of the calorimeter to be * 3 h by inspection of experimental data. Based on this estimate, we determined that several days of calibration data (many multiples of the thermal equilibration time) would be adequate. For step 3, we devised a pulse train calibration input u calibration t ð Þ with pulse amplitudes of 1-5 W (exceeding the 4 W power range to be used for validation/measurement as per the protocol), pulse lengths equal to the 3 h thermal equilibration time of the calorimeter (to improve the estimation of the thermal conductivities) and pulse rise times as short as possible (to improve the estimation of the thermal masses). The rise Epoxy-sealed feedthroughs Fig. 3 Diagram of the heat source. The heater (a 10 X power resistor) is placed in a sealed plastic bottle. The bottle is partially filled with * 50 mL of deionized water. Platinum resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) are provided to measure the water temperature and the temperature in the headspace above the liquid. Nonlinear thermal conduction from the power resistor to the bottle wall arises due to evaporation at the surface of the liquid followed by condensation elsewhere. The power resistor and water RTD were coated with electrically insulating epoxy to prevent short circuits through the water in which they are immersed times were limited by the output slew rate of our power supply. We then performed an 80-h experiment in which time-varying power was applied to the heater. The experiment included an initial settling time (0-3 h), a calibration segment (3-40 h) and a validation segment (40-80 h). The calibration segment comprised applying the calibration input u calibration (t) to the system. The validation segment, which here doubles as an example measurement, uses lower amplitude and bandwidth inputs as protocol steps 8a and 9. The fan, which dissipates * 160 mW, was powered on for the duration of the experiment. The heater and fan power, the measured temperatures and Seebeck voltage during the experiment are shown in Fig. 5 .
A three-state heat transfer model of the apparatus
The temperature sensor locations in the apparatus were chosen to measure temperatures representative of large areas (e.g., the cold plate) or volumes (e.g., the various fluid spaces) within the apparatus; these temperatures are plausible state variables in a physically descriptive model. The three-state lumped-element heat transfer model of the apparatus was developed (Fig. 6 ) by placing a thermal mass at each sensor location/temperature node. The nodes were then connected with thermal conductances in a topology based on the geometry of the apparatus, with the water and headspace nodes transferring heat to the airspace node, and the airspace node in turn transferring heat to the cold plate. A thermal conductance was also added to connect the headspace and water temperature nodes. which is stabilized to ± 5 mK with a filament heater, platinum RTD and a PID temperature controller. Also not shown is a platinum RTD affixed to the aluminum cold plate of the isothermal enclosure to measure its temperature
The differential equations corresponding to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6 are
These equations provide the model of the state responses required for step 4 of the protocol. If the model parameters c w ; c h ; c a ; k wa ; k wh ; k ha and k ac are constants, then Eqs. 13-15 describe a linear heat transfer model.
It is best practice to start the computationally intensive task of parameter estimation with physically reasonable starting values. This is important because the optimization routines for estimating the model parameters can fail if poor initial parameter estimates are provided. Parameter estimates can be obtained by inspection using RC circuit analysis. The temperatures reached during the approximate steady state at 5 W heater input power shortly before t ¼ 40 h were roughly T w ¼ 40
C. Thus, neglecting the small fan pow- ,c a ) . The temperature of the calorimeter cold plate (T c ) has no associated heat capacity because this temperature is treated as a model input, the value of which is not predicted by the model. Thermal conductances are defined between: the water and the headspace (k wh ); the water and the airspace (k wa ); the headspace and the airspace (k ha ); and the airspace and the cold plate (k ac ). The cubic surface defined by the heat-flow sensors forms an energy boundary for the system. Energy flows into the system via electrical leads to the heater and fan that cross this boundary while energy flows out of the system as heat via the effective thermal conductance between the airspace and the cold plate, k ac Calorimetry under non-ideal conditions using system identification 3147
conductance from T w to T c is approximately Estimates for the other parameters can be obtained with similar calculations. When mapping real experimental data to an idealized model, it is typically necessary to introduce adjustable offset parameters to account for small offsets in the measured data due to sensor and measurement nonidealities. For this, we introduce additional parameters T wo , T ho and T ao . These offset parameters account for non-ideal temperature offsets in the measured data in the following way:
These offsets give the optimizer additional flexibility to obtain model parameter values which result in predicted outputs y which more closely match the measured temperatures.
For the purposes of computing heat flows from experimental data, the ideal nodal temperatures can be inferred from the experimentally measured temperatures by rearranging Eq. 16:
This is important because the ultimate purpose of our thermal model identification method is to enable the calculation of inferred heat fluxes from the experimentally measured temperatures.
The accuracy with which the three-state model accounts for thermal energy and power can be tested by comparing the inferred heat fluxes with simulated heat fluxes (protocol step 7b). For the three-state model, the total input power flowing across the energy boundary shown in Fig. 6 is equal to the power stored within the system (in the three thermal masses c w , c h , c a ) plus the power flowing back out of the system through the conductance k ac . The total input power can be inferred by adding together the inferred stored power and the inferred outflowing power:
where
When the input power is known, as in the calibration and validation experiments shown here, the stored and outflowing powers can be predicted using the model. The disagreement between these predicted power flows and the inferred power flows is a measure of the power resolution achievable using a given apparatus and model. Here, we examine the output power residual e Q;out ¼ Q out;inferred À Q out;predicted ; ð21Þ the stored power residual e Q;stored ¼ Q stored;inferred À Q stored;predicted ð22Þ
and the input power residual, which is the sum of the output and stored power residuals:
The relative importance of the different residuals depends on the measurement goal. If the goal is to quantify total heat generation by the system under study during a finite time window, e Q;out is the most important residual because eventually all the heat will flow out of the system and be accounted for with an accuracy related to e Q;out . If the goal is to measure an instantaneous input power to the system, then e Q;in is the most important residual because it describes how accurately the input power is measured. We will see below that the dominant contribution to e Q in comes from the stored power term (Eq. 19), which, due to the time derivatives, amplifies processes which cause model inaccuracies on short timescales, such as rapid transients in the input power and high-frequency measurement noise.
In the examples below, we carry out the calibration and validation aspects of the above protocol for three different models based on the three-state example shown above. For each model, we estimate the parameters using the calibration data segment (step 5), examine the resulting fit (step 6) and assess the model's power and energy accounting for the calibration data (step 7). Then, we compute the input power residuals for the validation data segment and estimate the calorimetric energy and power measurement accuracy and resolution obtained (step 8).
Example 1-linear three-state model
This section describes the calibration and validation parts of the protocol (steps 5 thru 8) using the linear three-state model (Eqs. [13] [14] [15] [16] . This example begins with model parameter estimation (step 5).
Running the estimation using starting parameters obtained by the procedure described above, we find a value for the water thermal mass (c w ¼ 403 J K À1 ) that is reasonable: It is within a factor of two of our initial estimate (276 J K À1 ). The estimate for the airspace thermal mass (c a ¼ 774 J K À1 ) is within an order of magnitude of the estimate for c w , which also seems physically reasonable. The headspace thermal mass estimate (c h ¼ À198 J K À1 ), however, is negative and therefore non-physical. Similarly non-physical negative parameter estimates were obtained for the conductances connected to the headspace heat capacity, k wh0 and k ha . These non-physical parameter estimates provide a strong indication that the linear three-state model does not provide an adequate description of the thermal system.
The three-state model also makes use of small temperature offsets (*0.5 K or smaller) which are plausible given that the RTD thermometers employed in this study were used as received without calibration. We only needed to correct for thermometry offset errors because small errors in the scaling of resistance thermometer resistances into temperatures can also be absorbed into the adjustable parameters of the model. All the parameter estimates for the linear three-state model (and the other models) are shown in Table 2 .
The MATLAB system ID toolbox reports the fit quality using the normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) which is defined in Equation S1 of supplementary material (online resource 1). A related metric which reports on the absolute error is the root-mean-square (Equation S2, online resource 1). Examining the model fits, NRMSE values and fit temperature residuals shown in Fig. 7a and d provide additional information about the inadequacies of the linear three-state model. In particular, the residuals contain two clear features:
Sharp spikes near large changes in the input power
These spikes arise due to the coarseness of the lumpedelement thermal model. While in reality temperature changes due to changes in the input power must propagate through the spatially distributed thermal system between the heater and the temperature sensors, in the model changes in input power affect the temperature sensors instantaneously. This discrepancy between the model and the real system results in large transient model errors when the input power changes rapidly. 2. Negatively correlated values of the T w and T h residuals which change amplitude and sign as the input power increases This residual structure suggests that these nodes are coupled in a way not captured by the linear model. The optimizer found a ''best compromise'' set of parameters which minimized the model output prediction error (Eq. 4) by underpredicting T h at low temperature and overpredicting it at high temperature (and vice versa for T w ). Systematic temperature dependencies such as these in the residuals suggest that a nonlinear element may be necessary to describe the thermal system. In the thermal system studied here, nonlinear heat transport from the water to the headspace due to evaporation and condensation is likely occurring. In the next example, we will see that introducing an appropriate nonlinear conductance between the T w and T h nodes largely eliminates this negatively correlated structure of the T w and T h 342.87 ± 0.14 J K 
n/a n/a 5.925 ± 0.014 mV V s1 n/a n/a 274 mV K -1
(fixed)
The uncertainties on the conductances and heat capacities decrease significantly when the three-state model is improved by introducing nonlinearity into the k wh conductance. Non-physical negative parameter estimates for c h ,k wh and k ha are returned by the three-state linear model but not by the other two models
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The inferred input power and input power residuals for the calibration data (step 7) are shown in Fig. 8a and b . The sharp spikes observed in the temperature residuals are also present in the power residuals, and for the same reason. Unlike the temperature residuals, the inferred power also contains a significant amount of noise. This noise arises largely due to measurement noise on the T a RTD, which is aggravated by the numerical differentiation used in our implementation of Eq. 21.
Once the three-state linear model parameters were estimated, this was validated by predicting the experimentally measured temperatures (step 8a) for the validation segment based only on the model and the inputs (Fig. 9a,  d) . Tests of predictive accuracy are crucial for proving two important things:
• that the apparatus is stable in time, • that the model generalizes to other datasets and is not overfitting the calibration data.
We found that the prediction accuracy was comparable to the fit accuracy, indicating that the model can fit data other than the calibration data and that the apparatus is relatively stable over the 80-h time span of the experiment. The major features in the temperature prediction residuals (spikes and negatively correlated T w and T h residuals) are similar to those for the calibration segment, indicating that the three-state linear model's inadequacies are also repeatable. Although the linear three-state model appears to make valid power estimates despite its non-physical parameter values, measurements based on non-physical models should be avoided because such models may fail in nonsensical ways under conditions different than the calibration conditions. For example, if, in the validation segment of the present experiment, a heat input appeared in the heat-source headspace, the experimentally measured temperature T a would increase while the model would predict a temperature decrease.
Further model validation (step 8b) involved using the measured sensor temperatures from the validation data segment to infer the stored, outflowing and input powers as per Eqs. 18-20. This input power estimate was then compared to the known input power (Figs. 9d, 10a) . The features in the inferred power residual for the validation segment are similar to those observed for the calibration segment.
To summarize example 1, we found that the linear threestate model was able to predict the sensor temperatures to within 0.25°C for temperature excursions of amplitude * 25°C. Performing power and energy analysis on the model results (Table 3) illustrates that the accuracy in the total input energy measurement (* 0.4%) is much better than the worst-case instantaneous power accuracy (up to 233% of the average input power). The worst instantaneous power errors occurred briefly during rapid input power changes. Except near these rapid changes, the input power during the validation segment could be inferred with moderate accuracy: The standard deviation of the input power residual was 15.9% of the mean input power. The principal shortcomings of the model were a failure to deal with rapid changes in input power and failure to accurately fit the outputs at all inputs powers across the range of input powers employed, likely due to an unmodeled nonlinearity in the system. In this example, we address the failure of the linear threestate model to accurately fit the temperature data across the full range of input powers by adding a nonlinear conductance to the model. We implemented a nonlinear version of the three-state model by allowing the conductance k wh to vary as a function of temperature in the following way:
This nonlinear conductance between the water (T w ) and headspace (T h ) nodes was added to capture some of the expected nonlinear heat transport that may be occurring in the heat source due to evaporation and condensation. The addition of this nonlinear conductance decreased the fit residuals at the T w and T h nodes by roughly a factor of two relative to the linear model (Fig. 7b, e) . The negatively correlated behavior disappeared, and the temperature dependence of the residual decreased. Worth noting is that the introduction of the nonlinearity into the k wh conductance (through the nonlinear parameters k wh1 and k wh2 ) causes changes in many of the other model parameters (see Table 2 ). In particular, non-physical negative parameter estimates no longer occur. The nonlinear conductance also improves the temperature-prediction accuracy for the T w and T h nodes (Fig. 9b, e) by a factor of more than 1.5.
For both the validation and the calibration segment, the nonlinear three-state model exhibits roughly 30% smaller stored power residuals than the linear model (compare Fig. 8g, h with Fig. 10g, h ). This is because temperature measurement noise at the T w , T h and T a nodes contributes noise to the stored power in proportion to the magnitude of the c w , c h and c a parameters, and these thermal mass parameters are significantly smaller for the nonlinear model than for the linear model. The extremal values of the stored power residuals-which occur due to model inaccuracy at rapid input power transitions-are about 3.7 W for both the linear and nonlinear models (Table 3 ). This shows that the introduction of the nonlinearity does not improve the ability of the model to capture the system response to high-frequency perturbations; for that, larger lumped-element models with topologies guided by finiteelement simulations would be helpful [31] .
The output power residuals (Figs. 8e, 10e) were improved only very slightly (1-2 mW decrease in standard deviation) by the addition of the nonlinear conductance. This is consistent with the small improvement to the fit at the T a node (compare Fig. 7a, b) . The major contributions to the output power residuals are the spikes due to rapid input power changes and measurement noise on the T a Time/h RTD, neither of which are addressed by the added nonlinearity. In the third and final example, this measurement noise is addressed by replacing the noisy T a temperature measurement with a low-noise Seebeck-effect heat-flow measurement.
Example 3-hybrid three-state model incorporating both temperature and heat-flow measurements
The models described up to this point can be further extended to work not just with multiple sensors but with multiple types of sensors. This example describes a hybrid
Heat flow/W (a) The residual power Q in,residual in the first row is described in terms of its mean, root-mean-square (RMS), minimum and maximum values both in absolute units and as percentages of the 1.594 W mean input power during the validation segment model incorporating both temperature and heat-flow measurements. Specifically, this model uses the Seebeck voltage V s from the calorimeter heat-flow sensor array as an output instead of the noisier T a temperature measurement. Unlike in the previous models where all the nodal temperatures were directly associated with a temperature measurement, in this version of the three-state model T a is a hidden state which has no directly associated measurement. The Seebeck voltage V s produced by the calorimeter is, however, related to T a in this model as follows:
where V so and V s1 are new model parameters for the heatflow sensor array voltage offset and differential temperature response, respectively. If estimates of these parameters are available, Eq. 24 can be rearranged to obtain an inferred value of T a from the experimentally measured value of V seebeck . It is important to keep in mind that because of the extremely coarse nature of the lumpedelement models used here, the ''locations'' associated with the temperature nodes are highly qualitative and depend strongly on the associated sensors. For this reason, the unmeasured T a state used in this example (see Eq. 25) is potentially very different than the measured airspace temperature used in the previous examples and should be considered unrelated despite the fact that the model topology shown in Fig. 6 still applies (except for the nowinvalid association of the T a node with the airspace RTD). For this reason, we do not attempt to simultaneously fit the model to the Seebeck voltage and the T a temperature measurement. The state equations for this model are the same as the nonlinear three-state model above, but the outputs are now:
For the hybrid model, the stored power is inferred as before (Eq. 19) but the power conducted out of the system is now inferred from V s as
The model parameters obtained by fitting this hybrid model to the calibration data segment are reported in Table 2 , and the fit and residuals are shown in Fig. 7c and f. Because the heat flow Q ac depends only on the ratio of k ac and V s1 , V s1 was fixed at 274 mV K -1 in order to properly constrain the optimization problem; this value results in k ac values that give physically reasonable temperature excursions at T a of a few degrees celsius. The NRMSE for the hybrid model fit to V s (99.45%) was better than the best previous fit to T a (98.61%) (compare Fig. 7b,  c) . Figure 9c and f shows that in the validation segment, the hybrid model predicts the water and headspace temperatures with similar accuracy to the previous model, but that the Seebeck voltage is again predicted more accurately on a NRMSE basis than the airspace temperature measurement which it replaced. This predictive improvement translates into an improved accuracy in the inferred power, as evidenced by the greater than two-fold decrease in the standard deviation of the output power residuals for both the calibration and validation segments to below 10 mW in both cases (compare Fig. 8e, f with Fig. 10e, f) . The mean output power residual also improves significantly (from -6.66 to -0.19 mW, Table 3 ), yielding a corresponding order of magnitude improvement to the accuracy of the energy accounting (0.02% error vs. C 0.40% for the other models, Table 3 ).
The reduced standard deviation of the output power residual is due to the reduced measurement noise on the Seebeck heat-flow sensor array relative to the airspace RTD which it replaced. It seems unlikely, however, that this reduction in zero-mean electrical noise explains the reduction in the mean output power residual. That improvement is likely due to the spatially distributed nature of the Seebeck heat-flow sensor array: A spatially averaged measurement is more appropriate than a point measurement for use with low-dimensional lumped-element models, because these models deal intrinsically with spatially averaged quantities.
One advantage of the lumped-element grey-box models used here is that a number of different heat flows can be calculated. Up to this point, the total power stored in the system and the total power conducted out of the system have been calculated; however, other heat flows may also be of interest. For example, we may wish to measure the heat flowing out of the heat source (see Fig. 11 ). Using the sign conventions in Fig. 11 , energy balance at node T a gives:
In the three-state hybrid model, T a can be inferred from the measured Seebeck voltage V s and the measured temperature T c by inverting Eq. 25 as follows:
If Q fan is also known (it is directly measured by the power supply in this case), we can then infer Q out;from heat source using T a;inferred and Q fan according to Eq. 29. As seen in Fig. 11a , the heat flow out of the heat source changes more slowly than the power input into the heat source. As seen in Fig. 11b , this more slowly-changing heat flow can be recovered with a much smaller rootmean-square error than can the input power and the amplitude of the large spikes in the residual power is also significantly reduced.
Conclusions
We have shown that system identification calorimetry is a versatile tool suitable for analyzing heat flows in thermal systems. In particular, this method is useful for modeling systems with non-ideal geometries, where nonlinear thermal conductances or heat capacities are important or where multiple thermal masses are relevant to the system dynamics.
The three-state model used here was developed by examining the geometry of the apparatus and applying physical intuition to determine an appropriate model which was then fit to calibration data. This model was subsequently improved by examining the temperature and power residuals and making targeted improvements based on features observed in these residuals. First, a nonlinear thermal conductance was added to the model, which improved temperature predictions. Then, a distributed heatflow sensor was used to replace a single-point thermometer measurement, demonstrating the fusion of different types of thermal sensors in a single model and reducing the noise and increasing the accuracy of the inferred heat flux.
In the thermal system studied here, our system identification calorimetry technique enabled the measurement of the total input energy during a validation experiment with an accuracy at the 0.02% level. The instantaneous power flowing out of the calorimeter was measured with a RMS error of 0.41% of the mean input power and a worst-case instantaneous error of 3.90% of the input power. The more rapidly changing input power was less accurately measured: The RMS input power residual was 10% of the mean input power. The rapid changes in the input power also caused much larger transient errors in the inferred input and stored powers (up to 228% of the mean input power). These large transient errors are expected because rapid processes are not accurately captured by low-order lumped-element models [35] . Reduced transient errors are expected for less rapidly changing heat flows, or for higher order models which more accurately approximate the true continuum thermal system. Such a reduction was observed when a more slowly changing heat flow was examined (Fig. 11) .
The measurement of heat flows is important to a large number of scientific and engineering fields. While for didactic purposes this tutorial uses data from a relatively well-behaved model thermal system, we have previously demonstrated the use of system identification calorimetry in less ideal circumstances [11] . We contend that system identification calorimetry has value for estimating heat flows in a variety of applications where conventional calorimetric measurements are infeasible. The development of tools to facilitate the use of this method could be a valuable direction for future work. A natural extension of the present work would be to employ a modeling framework based on stochastic differential equations, which enable rigorous statistical comparisons between models and where procedures developed for the identification of thermal models of buildings (e.g., [30, 36, 37] ) provide highly relevant guidance to those seeking to leverage system identification models to facilitate calorimetry under non-ideal conditions.
